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HELLO LUV BUG!
Welcome to the TURN YOUR IDEA INTO A REALITY - MASTERING THE
MANIFESTATION MINDSET Workbook... I’m so glad that you’re ready to turn
your desires and dreams into your life experiences.
Did you know that everything that exists in this world, whether it be a car,
house, or even the device you’re reading this on, first started with an idea?
An idea that someone chose to believe in so much, that they made the
choices and took the actions necessary to make it come into fruition.
They didn’t have any special powers or possess some secret formula that you
don’t have access to... they just developed the mindset that they were going
to make their vision happen.
You have this same ability within you to make your dreams come true, you just
have to believe that your idea is possible for you - and then decide that you’re
going to do what needs to be done to make it happen.
On the next page are a series of questions to help you begin to master the
manifestation mindset. While they may seem simple, the answers you come up
with will have an immediate impact on your belief-system. Because once you
see that you do have the power to make your idea a reality, there’s nothing
stoping you from making your life what you want it to be.
Lots of LOVE, PEACE, & HAPPINESS,

Morgan
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THE QUESTIONS ::
❤ What is your idea ::

❤ List some reasons why this idea is fabulous ::

❤ What is it you want to feel as a result of manifesting this idea ::

❤ Who do you need to BE in order to experience your desire in physical reality ::

❤ What are someways you are / could be this person now ::

❤ List some actions you could take now to start creating this experience for yourself ::
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ABOUT MORGAN :: SELF-LOVE Guru, and Dating + Relationship Mentor, Morgan
McKean is on a mission to help people stop suffering by increasing their selflove, and shifting their belief-system, so they can create their relationships, and
lives, the way they want them to be.
WANT TO WORK WITH MORGAN :: If you enjoyed this exercise, and feel you
would benefit from working one-on-one with Morgan, or one of her other SELFLOVE mentors, to help you create your life the way you want it to be, please
email us at livingclear@morganmckean.com.
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